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Pitch accents are local pitch patterns that convey differences in word prominence and modulate the information
structure of the discourse. Despite the importance to discourse in languages like English, neural processing of
pitch accents remains understudied. The current study investigates the neural processing of pitch accents by
native and non-native English speakers while they are listening to or ignoring 45 min of continuous, natural
speech. Leveraging an approach used to study phonemes in natural speech, we analyzed thousands of electro
encephalography (EEG) segments time-locked to pitch accents in a prosodic transcription. The optimal neural
discrimination between pitch accent categories emerged at latencies between 100 and 200 ms. During these
latencies, we found a strong structural alignment between neural and phonetic representations of pitch accent
categories. In the same latencies, native listeners exhibited more robust processing of pitch accent contrasts than
non-native listeners. However, these group differences attenuated when the speech signal was ignored. We can
reliably capture the neural processing of discrete and contrastive pitch accent categories in continuous speech.
Our analytic approach also captures how language-specific knowledge and selective attention influences the
neural processing of pitch accent categories.

1. Introduction

Pierrehumbert, 1980).
While pitch accents play a fundamental communicative role in
multiple languages around the world, their neural processing is not well
established. Previous studies on pitch accent processing (Dimitrova
et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2020; Schumacher and Baumann, 2010; Tamaoka
et al., 2014) have paid more attention to the processing of pitch accents
at postlexical stages of linguistic processing, when the output from
speech processing areas in the auditory and superior temporal cortices is
integrated with the processing of lexical and semantic features in the
mid and low temporal lobe regions. As a consequence, only a handful of
studies (e.g., Röhr et al., 2020; Tang et al., 2017) have recently inves
tigated the neural processing of pitch accents at prelexical stages of
phonological processing. In particular, there have been no prior at
tempts ‒to the best of our knowledge‒ to assess pitch accents in the
context of naturalistic stimuli such as continuous speech, where the
relevance of pitch accent categories comes to the fore. In the present
study, we leverage an approach that has been successfully deployed to
study phoneme categories in natural speech (Khalighinejad et al., 2017;
Mesgarani et al., 2014), to investigate the neural processing of English
pitch accents in continuous speech. To establish the extent to which our

Speakers modulate the fundamental frequency (F0) of their voice
during speech, and these modulations serve several communicative
functions. For example, they may be used to mark linguistically relevant
information. A rising versus falling F0 at the end of a sentence marks it as
a question or a statement, respectively (Cole, 2015; Ladd, 2008). F0
modulations also serve to convey certain aspects of the speaker’s
emotional state, such as joy (increased F0 range) or sadness (decreased
F0 range) (Bänziger and Scherer, 2005; Pell et al., 2009). In languages
like English, changes in F0 are also used to give special prominence to
words within an utterance (Gussenhoven et al., 1997; Pierrehumbert,
1980). Consider the sentence “Marianna made the marmalade”. When
produced with a large F0 movement (e.g., shallow rising pitch) on
Marianna followed by a low flat pitch on the remaining words, it is
understood to be addressing the issue of who made the marmalade.
Alternatively, when produced with a large pitch movement on marma
lade, it is understood to be addressing the issue of what Marianna made.
The changes in F0 that mark words as prominent in this way are called
pitch accents (Beckman and Pierrehumbert, 1986; Gussenhoven, 2004;
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monotonal high or low target and are written as H* and L* (Fig. 1b).
These two labels specify that the F0 must reach a high (H*) or low (L*)
F0 target within the stressed syllable. H* and L* are typically realized
with a shallow rising (H*) or a low dipping (L*) F0 movement, which
may start before the stressed syllable of the accented word. These F0
excursions are used to convey information that is salient and new (H*) or
salient but given (L*).
Other pitch accent categories in English are better described as a
sequence of two underlying tones bound together as a single phono
logical unit, such as L+H* and L*+H (Pierrehumbert, 1980; Beckman
and Pierrehumbert, 1986). Here, the bitonal accent L+H* specifies that
the F0 must rise from a low F0 target to a high target within the stressed
syllable of the accented word. This bitonal accent is typically realized
with a steep rising F0 movement that starts early in the stressed syllable.
For L*+H, however, it is the low target which should be reached within
the stressed syllable with the high target following it. This bitonal accent
is typically realized as a steep rising F0 movement that starts late in the
stressed syllable and peaks in the following one. In English, L+H* and
L*+H are used to convey information that is contrastive (L+H*) or that
the speaker is uncertain about (L*+H).

approach is sensitive to biologically-relevant phenomena, we also
investigated the effects of language experience and attention on the
neural processing of pitch accent categories.
1.1. Pitch accents and information-structural features
Within a word, pitch accents are typically produced on the stressed
syllable of that word (Beckman and Pierrehumbert, 1986; Dilley, 2005;
Gordon and Roettger, 2017; Pierrehumbert, 1980). For example, the F0
movements associated with a pitch accent on the noun ‘per-mit, which
has stress on the first syllable, would occur earlier in the word than for
the verb per-’mit, which has stress on the second syllable. Thus, while a
speaker chooses which words in an utterance receive pitch accents, the
specific syllables that carry those pitch accents are determined by the
stress patterns of the individual words.
Beyond single words, pitch accents exhibit several characteristic F0
contours which modulate the information structure of the discourse
(Cole, 2015; Cole et al., 2019; Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg, 1990;
Wagner and Watson, 2010). For example, in English, a shallow rising F0
movement generally conveys that the accented word represents infor
mation that is salient and entirely new in the discourse, while a low
dipping movement conveys that the accented word represents infor
mation that is salient but already known or given to the listener (Fig. 1a).
Other types of F0 patterns may convey that the accented word is being
contrasted with a salient alternative (a steep rise to a peak early in the
syllable), or that the speaker is uncertain on whether the information is
relevant (a steep rise to a peak late in the accented syllable) (Pierre
humbert and Hirschberg, 1990). These category differences in the shape
and timing of the F0 movements are reliably used by listeners to decode
information-structural features (e.g., salient, new, given, uncertain, or
contrastive information).
Pierrehumbert (1980) and Beckman and Pierrehumbert (1986)
showed that pitch accents can be phonologically described in terms of
the number and type of just two tonal targets: high “H” and low “L”. Two
of the pitch accent categories in English can be described as one

1.2. The neural processing of pitch accents
The neural processing of pitch accents has received considerably less
attention in the literature than the neural processing of other prosodic
units such as lexical tones (Chandrasekaran et al., 2007; Krishnan et al.,
2005; Reetzke et al., 2018; Wong et al., 2007). A prior study leveraged
electrocorticography (ECoG) (Tang et al., 2017) to assay the on-line
encoding of pitch accents by local populations of neurons in the supe
rior temporal gyrus (STG). This study examined the neural processing of
pitch accents in new and salient (H*) versus neutral (flat pitch) contexts.
Crucially, however, English includes an inventory of at least five
phonologically distinct pitch accent categories (H*, L*, L+H*, L*+H,
and H+!H*) which, like phonemes, are perceived categorically (e.g.,
Pierrehumbert and Steele, 1989; D’Imperio, 2000; Kohler, 1987;

Fig. 1. Pitch accents and information structure. (1a) Schematic representations of pitch accent’s F0 contours in different information-structural contexts. Shaded
areas represent stressed syllables in accented words. Among other functions, pitch accents can be used to highlight salient and new discursive information or express
uncertainty and corrective feedback. (1b) Schematic representation and natural speech recordings of the pitch accent categories examined in our study and their
labels in the Tone and Break Indices (ToBI) transcription system. Natural speech recordings were acquired in Praat from a male native speaker of English who did not
participated in the study.
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Niebuhr, 2007). Several studies have used electroencephalography
(EEG) to investigate the neural processing of pitch accents (Dimitrova
et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2020; Li et al., 2008; Röhr et al., 2020; Schu
macher and Baumann, 2010; Tamaoka et al., 2014). Most of these
studies examined late event-related potentials (ERPs), such as the P300
or N400, to assess the on-line integration of prosodic and semantic in
formation at postlexical stages of linguistic processing (i.e., after
acoustic-phonetic cues are integrated into the lexical representation of
words). Critically, these postlexical stages occur after the encoding of
acoustic-phonetic features in the STG and primary auditory cortices
(Mesgarani et al., 2014; Tang et al., 2017; Teoh et al., 2019; Yi et al.,
2019). The results of this prior ERP work show that the integration of
prosodic and semantic information at postlexical stages of linguistic
processing is highly influenced by attention (Röhr et al., 2020) and
native language experience (Lee et al., 2020). However, the effects of
attention and language experience during the processing of pitch accent
categories are not well established in this literature. In one recent ERP
study, Röhr et al. (2020) found that the processing of pitch patterns at
neural latencies shorter than 200 ms is more sensitive to changes in the
F0 when those changes relate to information-structural features. This
finding suggests that the neural encoding of pitch patterns in speech
processing regions (e.g., the STG and superior temporal sulcus) may be
informed by the linguistic interpretation of pitch accents in a particular
language context.
The studies on pitch accent processing discussed above examined the
processing of pitch accents in the context of isolated words or sentences
rather than continuous speech. While isolated words and sentences
enable a higher degree of experimental control than continuous speech,
they are less naturalistic and engage the brain differently (Alexandrou
et al., 2020; Hickok and Poeppel, 2007; Overath et al., 2015). This is in
part because the processing of isolated speech requires less sustained
attention and monitoring than continuous speech. In addition, ERP
studies often rely on controlled experimental contexts in which listeners’
expectations are engineered in somewhat non-naturalistic ways that
may interfere with the direct observation of the neural mechanisms
underpinning the processing of everyday speech. While continuous
speech is experimentally less controlled than isolated speech, it provides
a more optimal window into the neural processing of pitch accents in
phonetically rich and elaborated discursive contexts. Several EEG
studies (e.g., Di Liberto et al., 2015; Khalighinejad et al., 2017; Song and
Iverson, 2018) have examined the neural processing of consonants and
vowels in continuous speech. This line of research has identified mul
tiple evoked potentials linked to the processing of discrete and
contrastive speech sound features. In the current study, we investigated
the extent to which pitch accents in continuous speech also elicit
discrete and phonologically contrastive neural signatures.
Another research question that remains unsettled from prior EEG
work is the extent to which the neural processing of pitch accents is
permeable to differences in native language experience and attention.
While native language experience and selective attention are important
neuromodulators of speech sound processing (e.g., Mesgarani and
Chang, 2012; Song and Iverson, 2018), their effects on the processing of
phonetic distinctions between pitch accents are not well established.
This research gap raises fundamental questions about the contribution of
lifelong, language-specific experiences to the processing of pitch ac
cents. Is the neural processing of pitch accents informed by native
experience with the linguistic interpretation of pitch accents? This
research question could be properly addressed by comparing native
versus non-native processing of pitch accents.

the Tone and Break Indices (ToBI) labeling system (Beckman and Ayers,
1997; Beckman and Hirschberg, 1994; Pitrelli et al., 1994; Silverman
et al., 1992). A prior study (Reetzke et al., 2021) showed that the neural
encoding of the continuous intensity envelope of speech was differen
tially modulated by attention and language experience. As a part of this
experimental design, the narration was mixed with non-speech dis
tractors in a selective attention task with two conditions. In the attended
speech condition, participants were instructed to pay more attention to
the speech signal. In the ignored speech condition, they were instructed to
pay more attention to the non-speech distractors.
1.3.2 Research aims. Our primary goal is to examine the extent to
which discrete and contrastive neural responses to pitch accent cate
gories can be decoded from continuous speech. Specifically, we aimed to
determine when the processing of pitch accent contrasts can be observed
in the EEG. To this end, we analyzed thousands of EEG segments timelocked to the onsets of pitch accent tokens in one phonological tran
scription of pitch accents (henceforth, accent related potentials or ARPs).
Continuous speech lacks systematic repetitions for the most part, and
thus neural responses to continuous speech are quite noisy. However,
recent neuroimaging work has developed several approaches to extract
biologically relevant properties from noisy neural signals and link them
to the processing of linguistic units in naturalistic stimuli (Hamilton and
Huth, 2020; Xie et al., 2019). In the EEG modality, these approaches are
often based on the modeling of linear relationships between long EEG
and speech segments (e.g., Di Liberto et al., 2015) or the analysis of
hundreds to thousands of shorter time-locked responses collapsed across
multiple participants and/or sessions (e.g., Khalighinejad et al., 2017;
Xie et al., 2019). Motivated by the second kind of approach, which is
temporally more localized in the neural signal, we grand-averaged ARPs
by pitch accent category (H*, L*, L*+H, L+H*), language group (English
vs. Chinese), and condition (attended vs. ignored speech). Next, we
conducted permutation analyses (Xie et al., 2018, 2019; Zinszer et al.,
2016) to identify the time windows at which grand-averaged signals
provided robust, above-chance neural discrimination of pitch accent
categories. We conducted additional permutation analyses to assess the
effects of native language experience and selective attention on neural
discrimination scores above the level of chance.
Additionally, we aimed to assess the structural representation of
pitch accent distinctions in the neural signal. To this end, we conducted
representational similarity analyses via multidimensional scaling
modeling (MDS; Di Liberto et al., 2015; Feng et al., 2019; Khalighinejad
et al., 2017; Mesgarani et al., 2014; Zinszer et al., 2016). We conducted
these analyses to assess the degree of structural similarity between
acoustic (F0 contours) and neural (ARP) representations of pitch accent
contrasts. English pitch accents are phonologically distinguished by
their number of tonal targets: they can be monotonal, as H* and L, or
bitonal, as L+H* and L*+H. English pitch accents are also distinguished
by their head tone, which is the tone that is more closely aligned to the
stressed syllable of the accented word. The head tone can be high, as in
H* and L+H*, or low, as in L* and L*+H. We used MDS to assess the
extent to which these phonologically relevant contrasts (number of
targets and head tone) were structurally preserved in the acoustic (F0)
and neural (ARP) domain.
1.3.3 Predictions. We expected to identify a characteristic EEG
signature for each pitch accent category in continuous speech. From
prior ERP (Röhr et al., 2020) and ECoG (Tang et al., 2017) work on pitch
accent processing, we expected robust neural discrimination of pitch
accents at neural latencies shorter than approximately 200 ms. Our
predictions for native versus non-native processing were linked to the
potential effects of native experience with complex pitch patterns.
Mandarin Chinese syllables can bear multiple F0 contours to convey
different lexical meanings (Gandour, 1978). For instance, the Mandarin
Chinese syllable ma is pronounced with a high-level, low-rising,
low-dipping, or high-falling tone depending on when the speaker means
“mother”, “hemp”, “horse”, or “scold”, respectively. Thus, while native
speakers of Mandarin Chinese and English are exposed to complex and

1.3. The present study
1.3.1 Experimental design. We analyzed EEGs from native English
speakers (English group; N = 15) and native Chinese speakers of English
(Chinese group; N = 15) while they were listening to an English audio
book, which has been phonologically transcribed for pitch accents with
3
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linguistically relevant pitch patterns since birth, they differ in the way
they use these patterns in their native environments. We used this
cross-linguistic difference to assay the following hypotheses. If the
processing of English pitch accents is mediated by lifelong experience
with their specific linguistic interpretation in English, then the Chinese
group should exhibit less robust processing (e.g., poorer neural
discrimination) of English pitch accents than the English group. Alter
natively, if the encoding of pitch accents is supported by auditory
experience with complex pitch patterns but not with their linguistic
interpretation in a particular language, then the Chinese group should
exhibit a near-native processing of English pitch accents, as they were
exposed to similar complex pitch patterns (Mandarin lexical tones) since
birth.
If pitch accents are pro-actively encoded in a goal-directed manner,
then their processing should be modulated by attention. From prior ERP
work on pitch accent processing (Röhr et al., 2020) and prior EEG work
on the effects of selective attention during speech processing (Song and
Iverson, 2018), we expected the effects of attention to emerge also at
latencies longer than 200 ms. Prior EEG work on continuous speech at
the segmental level (e.g., Song and Iverson, 2018; Reetzke et al., 2021)
has demonstrated that, while listeners tend to recruit more attention and
monitoring resources during non-native speech processing (vs. native
processing), such recruitment may not be sufficient to achieve a near
native processing of non-native speech sound features. Thus, we were
particularly interested in tracking the effects of attention in the Chinese
group relative to the English group in both conditions.

2.2. Stimuli
The stimuli created for the selective attention task consisted of 60
speech segments of approximately 1 min duration, extracted from the
English audiobook Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland (Reetzke et al.,
2021). The story was narrated in American English by a male speaker
(F0: M = 152.10 Hz, SD = 40.82 Hz). Speech segments were mixed with
one of two types of non-speech distractors (Fig. 2a). The first type of
distractor consisted of a series of standard harmonic tones randomly
mixed with deviant tones that differed in frequency. The second type of
distractor consisted of a series of standard harmonic tones randomly
mixed with deviant tones in duration. The standard harmonic tones were
75 ms in duration with 5 ms intensity ramps and consisted of three si
nusoidal partials: 500, 1000, and 1500 Hz. The intensities of the second
and the third harmonics were 3 and 6 dB lower than the intensity of the
first partial. The frequency of the deviant tones consisted of partials with
frequencies 63% higher than the standard tones (800, 1600, 2400 Hz).
The duration of the deviant tones was 200 ms. The probability of
occurrence of the deviant tones ranged from 13% to 19% across speech
segments and the elapsed time between consecutive tones was ran
domized between 300 and 500 ms. The amplitude of the speech stimuli
and the tone sequences was normalized to the same root-mean-square
(RMS) value of 65 dB (SPL). Each speech segment was mixed with a
randomly selected tone sequence that matched the duration of the
segment.
2.2.1 Phonological transcription of pitch accents. Forty-five of
the 60 speech segments included in the selective attention task of the
audiobook were fully transcribed for pitch accents by a single tran
scriber with expertise in all aspects of English ToBI, and who is not one
of the authors (Fig. 2b). Pitch accents were identified and assigned a
category label following the Tones and Breaks Indices (ToBI) system for
English (Beckman and Ayers, 1997a; Beckman and Hirschberg, 1994;
Pitrelli et al., 1994; Silverman et al., 1992).
ToBI is a transcription system designed to capture phonological as
pects of spoken intonational prosody. In other words, it seeks to
distinguish “all of the categorically distinct intonation patterns and
prosodic units of [English]” (Beckman and Ayers, 1997b), as opposed to
capturing the potentially non-contrastive phonetic details of f0 contours
as in some other systems. The set of category labels are motivated by
language-internal contrasts, and in that sense, it has more in common
with a phonemic or “broad” transcription of segments using the Inter
national Phonetic Alphabet. At a theoretical level, it is based on the
Autosegmental Metrical (AM) framework for the intonational
phonology of English (Beckman and Pierrehumbert, 1986; Pierre
humbert, 1980). As such, the phonological elements of interest include
pitch accents as well as two types of phrase boundaries. In the present
study, we focused on the pitch accents. In practical terms, the assign
ment of labels relies on a combination of a labeler’s auditory impression
as well as visual inspection of acoustic information as provided by F0,
spectrographic, and waveform representations. While the different cat
egories of English pitch accents are generally associated with differences
in pragmatic meaning (Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg, 1990), labelers
are explicitly instructed to exclusively focus on the intonation and not
the meaning while transcribing.
The ToBI transcription was carried out using the Praat software
package (Boersma and Weenink, 2018). In keeping with the AM
framework, the annotation guidelines for ToBI do not specify F0 shapes
but rather the sequencing and temporal alignment characteristics of
high and low F0 targets. The inventory of ToBI labels along with their F0
diagnostics as provided in Beckman and Hirschberg (1994) is given
below (see also Fig. 1).

2. Methods
The EEGs analyzed in the current study were collected as a part of a
larger EEG study (Reetzke et al., 2021) that focused on the role of lan
guage experience and attention on the neural encoding of the speech
intensity envelope. We leveraged this rich dataset that employed a
cross-language (English vs. Chinese) and a within-subject (Attended vs.
Ignore) contrast to a) assess the validity of a novel metric (ARP) in
capturing pitch accent categories in the EEG signal, and b) examine the
extent to which our novel metric is sensitive to attentional and
cross-language differences.
2.1. Participants
The research protocols were approved by the Institutional Review
Board of the University of Texas at Austin and written informed consent
was obtained from the participants. We analyzed EEGs from 15 native
speakers of English (9 females; M = 24.73 years, SD = 3.59 years) and 15
native speakers of Mandarin Chinese (8 females; M = 22.53 years, SD =
3.66 years). Participants completed a language experience questionnaire
(Li et al., 2014). Native speakers of English reported no significant
experience (<1 year) learning or speaking a foreign language. Native
speakers of Mandarin Chinese were born and raised in mainland China
and did not start learning English until after the age of 6 years (range =
6–16 years, M = 9.80 years, SD = 2.75 years). Additionally, they had
lived in the United States for no more than 6 years (range = 1–6 years, M
= 2.30 years, SD = 1.83 years). Native and non-native speakers of En
glish were matched for age (F1, 28 = 2.76, p = 0.108, η2p = 0.09), and
non-verbal intelligence (Native: M = 118.47, SD = 8.44; Non-native: M
= 123.34, SD = 7.18; F1, 28 = 2.90, p = 0.1, η2p = 0.09), as measured by
the Kaufman Brief Intelligence Test-Second Edition, KBIT-2, matrices
subtest (normal intelligence: M = 100, SD = 15) (Kaufman, 2004). All
participants reported no previous history of speech, language, or neu
rodevelopmental disorders. They also had air and bone conducted
hearing thresholds within 20 dB HL at octave frequencies from 250 to
8000 Hz measured with an Equinox 2.0 PC-Based Audiometer (Inter
acoustics A/S, Middelfart, Denmark).

• H*: a monotonal tone target on the accented syllable which is in the
upper part of the speaker’s pitch range for the phrase. This includes
tones in the middle of the pitch range but precludes very low F0
targets.
4
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Fig. 2. Selective attention task and prosodic transcription. (2a) In the selective attention task, speech segments of 1 min of duration were mixed with sequences
of harmonic tones including deviants in frequency (top spectrogram) or duration (bottom spectrogram). Participants were instructed to focus on either the speech
signal or the tone deviants depending on the condition. We asked questions on the speech contents at the end of each segment. (2b) Speech signals were transcribed
for pitch accents using the ToBI system. (2c) Number of tokens of each pitch accent category in total and by condition.

labeling system is informed by subjective visual and auditory inspection,
we conducted an acoustic separability analysis (Khalighinejad et al.,
2017; Mesgarani et al., 2014) to ground the onsets of pitch accents in
more objective acoustic parameters. In the acoustic separability anal
ysis, we computed the F-statistic of F0 values grouped by pitch accent
category at different time points around the ToBI label. The F-statistic is
a ratio of between-category to within-category variability. We used this
ratio to identify the time window in which pitch accent categories were
more separable by their F0. The optimal separability window ranged
from 50 ms before the ToBI label to 50 ms after, with a peak of maximum
separability right at the ToBI label (Fig. 3b). We therefore adjusted the
onset of the pitch accents to 50 ms before the ToBI label, as this time
point marked the onset of F0 divergences between pitch accent
categories.

• L*: a monotonal tone target on the accented syllable which is in the
lowest part of the speaker’s pitch range.
• L*þH: a bitonal target with a low tone target on the accented syl
lable which is immediately followed by relatively sharp rise to a peak
in the upper part of the speaker’s pitch range.
• LþH*: a bitonal target with a high peak target on the accented syl
lable which is immediately preceded by relatively sharp rise from the
lowest part of the speaker’s pitch range.
• Hþ!H*: a clear step down onto the accented syllable from a high
pitch which itself cannot be accounted for by a H phrasal tone ending
the preceding phrase or by a preceding H pitch accent in the same
phrase; should only be used when the preceding material is clearly
high-pitched and unaccented.
The last category (H+!H*) had much fewer tokens (N = 85) than
other categories (N > 317), and the number of tokens was too small to
elicit a robust averaged response in a continuous speech context.
Therefore, this category was excluded from the analyses. The number of
tokens of each pitch accent category included in the analyses is shown in
Fig. 2c.
2.2.2 Analysis of pitch accent F0 contours. To assess the main F0
patterns of the pitch accent categories, we averaged their F0 contours
across pitch accent tokens. F0 was extracted in Praat (Boersma and
Weenink, 2018) with the autocorrelation method, a pitch floor of 75 Hz,
a time frame of 40 ms, and time steps of 10 ms. We used the MATLAB
toolbox mPraat (Bořil and Skarnitzl, 2016) to export the Praat F0 con
tours to MATLAB for further analysis and visualization. To ensure that
all the F0 contours included in the average were properly aligned with
respect to their ToBI labels and had the same length, missing F0 values,
if any, were interpolated with autoregressive modeling using the
MATLAB function fillgaps.m (default settings). Fig. 3a depicts the F0
contours of the pitch accents by category.
2.2.3 Acoustic assessment of stimulus onsets. Because the ToBI

2.3. Procedure and selective attention task
During the selective attention task, the auditory stimuli was pre
sented binaurally using custom E-Prime protocols. Each participant
listened to 60 speech segments (~1 min duration each) mixed with se
quences of non-speech distractors across two experimental conditions.
Participants were instructed to pay attention to the speech or the tones
at the beginning of each condition. In the attended speech condition,
they were told that their goal was to correctly answer the contentrelated questions. In the ignored speech condition, they were instruc
ted to correctly answer the tone-related questions. The order of the
conditions was counterbalanced across participants. Thirty of the 45
speech segments that were phonologically transcribed for pitch accents
belonged to the attended speech condition. Fifteen of the 45 speech
segments that were phonologically transcribed for pitch accents
belonged to the ignored speech condition.
Participants were prompted with four multiple-choice questions at
the end of each speech segment. Two of the questions were about the
5
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Fig. 3. Pitch accent’s F0 contours and speech comprehension scores. (3a) F0 contours (M and SEM) of L* and H* (left) and L+H* and L*+H (right) across
phonologically transcribed segments. The origin of the x-axis (0 ms) marks the onset of the ToBI label. (3b) F-statistic curve, and its derivative, showing the time
points at which the accent categories were more separable by their F0. The origin of the x-axis (0 ms) corresponds to the onset of the ToBI label. (3c) Proportion of
correct responses (M and SD) to speech comprehension questions in the selective attention task. The asterisks denote post-hoc Bonferroni-adjusted p-values smaller
than 0.001.

contents of the speech stimuli and the other two questions focused on
the number and type of deviants in the non-speech signal. Participants
were given an unlimited amount of time to answer these questions. To
assess the effects of group (language experience) and condition (atten
tion) on speech comprehension, individual proportions of correct re
sponses to speech comprehension questions were modeled with the
following linear mixed effects equation:

computational efficiency. Independent component analysis (ICA) was
performed using the restricted Infomax algorithm to separate ocular
components from the brain related components in the EEG. The inde
pendent components that were consistent with ocular activity based on
waveform pattern, scalp distribution, and power spectrum were visually
identified and removed from the data.

accuracy ∼ group * condition + (1|subject)

2.5. Neural processing of pitch accents

During the selective attention task, EEGs were collected from the
participants as they listened to the stimuli. EEGs were recorded using a
64 channel actiCap with Brain Products active electrodes (impedance <
15 kΩ). Transduced signals were amplified and digitized with a Brain
Vision actiCHamp system. EEGs were recorded at 25 kHz using PyCorder
1.0.7 software.

2.5.1 Derivation of pitch accent related potentials. Pitch accent
related potentials (ARPs) were extracted from the preprocessed EEG
epochs time-locked to the onset of each pitch accent token in the
phonological transcription. Epochs were extracted from − 500 to 500 ms
relative to onset of the pitch accent token. The length of the F0 contours
of the pitch accents changed across individual tokens and categories. To
cope with this variability intrinsic to narrative speech, we used a con
servative baseline of 500 ms. We found that, on average, this baseline
duration was long enough to capture the primary changes in the F0
associated with each pitch accent category plus a few hundreds of ms
(see Fig. 3a). Therefore, we used this baseline duration to ensure that the
portion of the neural signal preceding these changes in the F0 was no
smaller than in prior ERP work (baseline ≥ 200 ms; e.g., Röhr et al.,
2020).
Epochs with magnitudes larger than 100 μV were considered arti
facts and excluded from further analyses. To leverage the signal-to-noise
(SNR) of the ARPs, they were grand-averaged by pitch accent category,
group, and condition. This resulted in a total of 16 grand-averaged

2.4. EEG preprocessing
EEGs were preprocessed off-line with BrainVision Analyzer 2.0
software. Consistent with previous electrophysiological work using
narrative speech (Di Liberto et al., 2015; Reetzke et al., 2021), EEGs
were bandpass filtered from 1 to 15 Hz, using a zero phase-shift But
terworth filter (12 dB/octave, zero phase shift), and referenced to the
average of the two mastoid electrodes (TP9 and TP10). The two mastoid
electrodes that were used as the reference channels were excluded from
further analysis. EEGs were then segmented into epochs that were
time-aligned to each speech segment and down-sampled to 128 Hz for
6
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signals (4 categories × 2 groups × 2 conditions; Fig. 4a and b). Grandaveraged ARPs were z-scored to facilitate their comparison with zscored F0 signals.
2.5.2 Dynamic selection of EEG channels. Because the neural
sources of the EEG change as the neural signal propagates throughout
the cortex, ARP segments within each time frame were grand-averaged
over a data-driven selection of channels, which was allowed to change
across time frames. This dynamic selection of channels allowed us to
focus on the activity that was more directly linked to the processing of
pitch accents within each time frame. To identify these channels, we
conducted a neural separability analysis (Khalighinejad et al., 2017;
Mesgarani et al., 2014). First, for each channel, we computed the
F-statistic of ARP magnitudes grouped by pitch accent category over
time. Next, we selected the 25% (N = 15) of channels providing the
larger F-statistic on average within the corresponding time frame. Thus,
for each time frame, we focused on the channels providing a mean
neural separability index above the 75th percentile for all groups and
conditions. The F-statistic is a ratio of between-category to
within-category variability. We used this ratio to identify the channels
providing a better neural separation of pitch accent categories during
the corresponding period of time (Fig. 4c). Critically, while the channel
selection was allowed to change between time frames, the selection of
channels did not change between groups and conditions so the effects of
language experience and attention could not be attributed to group and
condition-specific selections of channels.

2.5.3 Permutation analyses. To assess the neural processing of
pitch accents over time, grand-averaged ARPs were segmented into
smaller frames of 100 ms duration and 75 ms overlap. To assess the
neural discrimination of pitch accent categories at each time frame,
group, and condition, we computed the mean Euclidean distance (MED)
between the corresponding grand-averaged ARP segments ‒ one
segment per pitch accent category. MED scores were computed as the
mean of the output of the MATLAB function pdist.m, which returns the
Euclidean distance between pairs of observations. Higher MED scores
were interpreted as more robust processing of phonologically relevant
pitch accent contrasts.
First, we conducted permutation tests (Xie et al., 2018, 2019; Zinszer
et al., 2016) to identify the time frames in which the neural discrimi
nation scores, as measured by the MED, were above the level of chance
and thus linked to the processing of pitch accent contrasts. We con
ducted a separate permutation test for each group in each condition. In
each permutation test, we permuted the ToBI labels randomly across
pitch accent tokens to estimate a new permuted MED score for each time
frame. We repeated this procedure 100 times to create a chance-level
distribution of permuted MED scores. Next, we calculated the propor
tion of permuted MED scores that were larger than the original MED
score observed in the corresponding frame. We used this proportion as a
p-value to reject the hypothesis that neural discrimination activity in
that frame was at chance and thus not directly linked to pitch accent
processing. In each permutation test, we incorporated four additional

Fig. 4. Grand-averaged time-locked responses. (4a) Z-scored grand-averaged F0 contours (left) and ARPs (mid and right) for each condition and group. The first
400 ms of each ARP are highlighted with darker color. The origin of the x-axis (0 ms) marks the location of the ToBI label (4b) Grand-averaged F0 contours (left) and
ARPs (right) for native listeners in the attended speech condition. F0 and ARP segments are extracted from the time frames providing the best F0 or neural
discrimination of pitch accent categories. The x-axis (0 ms) marks the onset of the pitch accent (4c) Neural F-statistic curve across channels (M and SD). This curve
shows the time points in which pitch accent categories are more separable by their ARP magnitude. The scalp topographic maps depict F-statistic values by channel at
several time points of the curve. These maps were created with the EEGLAB function “topoplot” (Delorme and Makeig, 2004). These values were obtained using a
very short window of 10 ms centered on each peak. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of
this article.)
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baseline time frames occurring at negative latencies, before the stimulus
onset. The onset of the baseline frames ranged from − 100 to − 0 ms in
steps of 25 ms (75 ms overlap). We used these additional frames as a
control to assess the extent to which neural discrimination scores were
not significant before or at the stimulus onset. We adjusted the level of
significance with the Bonferroni criterion to compensate for the number
of frames included in each permutation test (N = 21).
We conducted additional permutation analyses to assess group dif
ferences in neural discrimination scores above the level of chance. We
conducted a separate analysis for each condition. Here, baseline frames
were excluded because their MED scores were not above the level of
chance (see the Results). In each analysis, we subtracted the chance-level
distribution of permuted MED scores from the original MED score
observed in each frame to derive a distribution of MED scores above the
level of chance for each group. Next, we used the two-sample t-test to
assess group differences in the derived distributions. We adjusted the
level of significance with the Bonferroni criterion to compensate for the
number of time frames included in each condition (N = 16).
We did not examine the effects of attention within groups because
the number of speech segments phonologically transcribed for pitch
accents in the attended speech condition (N = 30) was twice the number
of transcribed segments in the ignored speech condition (N = 15). We
instead examined the effects of attention by comparing group differ
ences in pitch accent processing between conditions.
2.6 Representational similarity analysis. To assess the neural
representation of phonological contrasts between pitch accents, we
conducted representational similarity analyses (RSA) via multidimen
sional scaling (MDS) modeling. The MDS modeling (Di Liberto et al.,
2015; Feng et al., 2019; Khalighinejad et al., 2017; Mesgarani et al.,
2014; Zinszer et al., 2016) allowed us to compare the structural repre
sentation of pitch accent categories in the acoustic and neural domains.
We conducted a separate non-classical MDS for grand-averaged F0 or
ARP segments in each group and condition. This resulted in a total of 8
MDS models (2 domains × 2 groups × 2 conditions).
F0 segments were extracted from the time frame providing the best
F0 discrimination of pitch accents (0–100 ms). ARP segments were
extracted from the time frame providing the best neural discrimination
of pitch accent categories (100–200 ms). The time elapsed between ARP
and F0 frames (=100 ms) is within the expected range of cortical la
tencies reported in prior auditory neuroscience work (50 ms ≤ latency
≤ 100 ms; e.g., R1 in Khalighinejad et al., 2017). The MDS was imple
mented with the MATLAB function mdscale.m using the Euclidean dis
tance as dissimilarity metric. Since the axis of the acoustic and neural
MDS models were not directly comparable, we used the MATLAB
function procrustes.m to find a linear transformation (translation, rota
tion, and reflection) between them so we could project them into the
same dimensional space.

effects model (Fig. 3c) revealed an effect of language group (β = − 0.22,
z = − 6.33, p < 0.01; reference = native) and condition (β = − 0.18, z =
− 5.90, p < 0.01; reference = attended speech). Native English listeners
(proportion correct: M = 0.80, SD = 0.12) were more accurate than
native Chinese listeners (proportion correct: M = 0.50, SD = 0.20).
Comprehension accuracy also improved in both language groups when
they paid more attention to the speech signal (proportion correct: M =
0.78, SD = 0.16) compared to when it was ignored (proportion correct:
M = 0.53, SD = 0.20).
3.3. Neural processing of pitch accents
3.3.1 Neural discrimination of pitch accents over time. The time
frames in which neural discrimination scores were statistically above the
level of chance are marked with dots in Fig. 5a (permutation test: ps <
0.0001, Bonferroni-adjusted level of significance = 0.0024). Neural
discrimination scores were above chance for several time frames
following the stimulus onset. In contrast, none of the baseline frames
preceding the stimulus onset yielded neural discrimination scores above
the chance level (permutation test: ps > 0.0031, Bonferroni-adjusted
level of significance = 0.0024). The MED curves for each group and
condition are shown altogether in Fig. 5b left. The best neural discrim
ination scores across groups and conditions (Fig. 5b, right) were
observed at neural latencies between 100 and 200 ms. This optimal
discrimination peak was followed by a later and smaller peak at la
tencies between 325 and 425 ms. This peak did not convey MED values
above the level of chance. These results suggest that the neural pro
cessing of pitch accent F0 features is likely occurring at time frames with
a neural latency shorter than 200 ms. When listeners paid attention to
the speech signal, we found a different F-statistic scalp distribution at
each neural discrimination peak (Fig. 5b, right). In these scalp distri
butions, larger F-statistic values are linked to better neural discrimina
tion scores (Khalighinejad et al., 2017; Mesgarani et al., 2014). At the
optimal discrimination peak, native English speakers yielded larger
F-statistic values than native Chinese speakers across temporal channels.
At the suboptimal peak, native Chinese speakers yielded larger F-sta
tistic values than native English speakers across frontocentral channels.
These topographic differences provide a potential temporal dissociation
of native versus non-native processing over time.
3.3.2 Group differences in neural discrimination. The results of
the permutation analyses conducted to evaluate group differences in
neural discrimination scores above the level of chance are shown in
Fig. 5c. In this figure, significant differences between groups are marked
with dots (two-sample t-test: ps < 0.0029, Bonferroni-adjusted level of
significance = 0.0031). In the attended speech condition, native English
speakers yielded better above-chance MED scores than native Chinese
speakers in time frames with onset latencies shorter than approximately
200 ms. In contrast, native Chinese speakers exhibited better abovechance MED scores in time frames with onset latencies longer than
approximately 200 ms. This pattern of group differences over time is
consistent with the F-statistic topographic differences introduced above.
Notably, in the ignored speech condition, the number of time frames in
which native English listeners exhibited larger above-chance MED
scores than native Chinese listeners decreased significantly (Fig. 5c).
This demonstrates that group differences in pitch accent-related pro
cessing were modulated by selective attention.

3. Results
3.1. Pitch accent F0 contours
On average, the F0 contours of the pitch accent categories reflected
the phonetic patterns expected for their categories (Fig. 3a and b). For
instance, L* and H* exhibited low dipping and high shallow F0 excur
sions, respectively, while the F0 movements of L+H* and L*+H were
steeper. Additionally, the F0 peak of L*+H occurred later than the F0
peak of L+H*. These results demonstrate that the phonological (ToBI)
transcription captured systematic phonetic differences between pitch
accent categories.

3.4. Representational similarity analyses
The results of the representational similarity (RSA) analyses are
shown in Fig. 5d. This figure demonstrates robust structural similarities
between acoustic (F0) and neural (ARP) representations of pitch accents.
In the F0 domain, pitch accent categories contrasting by their head tone
(H* vs. L*, and L+H* vs. L*+H) were more separated or distant in the
MDS space than pitch accent categories contrasting by their number of
targets (H* vs. L+H*, and L* vs. L*+H). This indicates that head tone

3.2. Speech comprehension accuracy
The selective attention task included questions about the contents of
the story that we used to assess the effects of language experience and
attention on speech comprehension. The results of the linear mixed
8
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Fig. 5. Neural discrimination and representational similarity. (5a) Neural discrimination (MED) scores over time (thin line) for each group in each condition.
The dots mark the time frames in which neural discrimination scores were statistically above the level of chance. The shaded area corresponds to the chance level
distribution of permuted MED scores (M and SD). (5b) left. Neural discrimination scores for each group and condition; right. mean neural discrimination scores across
all groups and conditions. The scalp topographic map on the left shows the EEG channels in which native speakers of English exhibited better F-statistic values than
non-native speakers in the attended speech condition (native – non-native). The topographic map on the right shows the EEG channels in which non-native speakers
exhibited better F-statistic values than native listeners in the same condition (non-native – native). Neural F-statistic values were estimated with time window of 100
ms centered on the corresponding peak. (5c) Group differences in neural discrimination scores above the level of chance in the attended speech (left) and ignored
speech (right) conditions. The dots spot the time frames in which group differences were significant. (5d) Results of the representational similarity analyses. MDS
model for each group, condition, and domain (F0 and ARP).

differences were more heavily cued in the F0 signal than the number of
targets. Notably, these cue weighting differences were preserved in the
neural (ARP) domain, especially in the attended speech condition and in
the group of native English speakers, who show greater relative dis
tances between pitch accent categories than native Chinese speakers
(Fig. 5d). Interestingly, when speech was ignored, the native Chinese
MDS model did not contrast monotonal and bitonal pitch accents
(Fig. 5d, right). This finding suggests a very weak non-native represen
tation of this phonological contrast. Combined, these results demon
strate a better structural alignment among native listeners.

4.1. Temporal processing of pitch accents in continuous speech
We aimed to determine when the discrimination of pitch accent
categories emerged in the time-locked EEG. We found robust neural
discrimination in several time frames following ‒ but not preceding ‒
the stimulus onset (Fig. 5a). This finding suggests that neural activity in
these frames was linked to the processing of pitch accent features. We
found robust neural discrimination across multiple time frames (Fig. 4c).
This broad time interval is consistent with the one reported for the
processing consonants and vowels in prior EEG work using continuous
speech (Khalighinejad et al., 2017). As in this prior EEG work, we found
multiple response components occurring at different latencies and
linked to distinguishable F-statistic scalp topographies. Earlier response
components (<200 ms post-onset) conveyed larger F-statistic values
linked to better processing in temporal electrodes. In contrast, later
response components (>200 ms post onset) yielded larger F-statistic
values in frontocentral electrodes (Fig. 4c). It has been shown that the
cortical sources of the EEG recorded at temporal channels are inde
pendent from activity in frontocentral electrodes (McCallum and Curry,
1980; Ponton et al., 2002). Together, these findings suggest that the
neural processing of pitch accents is supported by multiple cortical
sources and the contribution of these sources changes over time (e.g.,
Garrido et al., 2008; Leonard et al., 2016; Mesgarani and Chang, 2012).
We found that optimal neural discrimination of pitch accent cate
gories at neural latencies between 100 and 200 ms (Fig. 5b). This latency

4. Discussion
We assessed the extent to which a novel metric (accent related po
tentials; ARP) captured the neural discrimination of pitch accents by
native and non-native English speakers while they were listening to or
ignoring 45 min of an English audiobook. We analyzed and modeled
thousands of pitch accent related potentials derived from a prosodic
transcription of the audiobook. Overall, our results demonstrate highly
specific, robust, and temporally localized electrophysiological signa
tures of discrete pitch accent categories in a continuous speech context.
These neural signatures are modulated by native language experience
and selective attention, and they preserve the main phonetic contrasts
between pitch accent categories in the F0 signal.
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range is consistent with the onset of a strong ERP positivity reported for
the processing of pitch accent differences in isolated sentences (Röhr
et al., 2020). This latency range is also consistent with the range of la
tencies providing more robust neural discrimination of consonants and
vowels in continuous speech (R1 in Khalighinejad et al., 2017). Com
bined, these findings suggest that the phonetic processing of segmental
and prosodic units occur at similar neural latencies (<200 ms
post-onset).

conducted representational similarity analyses via MDS modeling. We
used the MDS modeling to identify structural similarities between the
acoustic (F0) and neural (ARPs) representation of the pitch accent cat
egories (Fig. 5d). We found robust structural similarities between
acoustic and neural domains. For example, the contrast by head type
(high vs. low targets) was more robustly encoded in the F0 and neural
signals than the contrast by the number of tonal targets (monotonal vs.
bitonal tones). In both conditions, we found stronger structural align
ment in native English speakers, relative to native Chinese speakers.
Remarkably, when speech was ignored (Fig. 5d right), native Chinese
neural representations did not exhibit any contrast between monotonal
and bitonal tones. This could be due to the fact that this contrast is not
phonologically relevant in Mandarin Chinese.

4.2. Effects of language experience and attention on pitch accent
processing
In the attended speech condition, native English speakers demon
strated more robust discrimination of pitch accents than native Chinese
speakers during approximately the first 200 ms of processing (Fig. 5b
and c). Since native Chinese speakers were exposed to complex pitch
patterns (Mandarin lexical tones) since birth, this group difference
suggests that the processing of pitch accents is informed by lifelong
experience with the linguistic interpretation of local pitch patterns.
Otherwise, native Chinese speakers should have yielded a similar neural
processing of pitch accent tonal patterns to native English speakers
(Krishnan et al., 2005; Reetzke et al., 2018).
Interestingly, while native English speakers exhibited more robust
processing than native Chinese speakers at latencies shorter than 200
ms, Chinese native speakers exhibited more robust processing than
native English speakers at latencies longer than 200 ms (Fig. 5b and c).
Because the neural discrimination of pitch accents was still better at
shorter latencies in both groups (Fig. 5b, right), group differences at
longer latencies could be the result of additional top-down processing
recruitment by native Chinese listeners, presumably to compensate for
perceptual difficulties associated with the processing of non-native pitch
accent categories at shorter latencies. In support of this hypothesis, prior
work on pitch accents (Röhr et al., 2020) has documented the effects of
attention at ERP latencies longer than 200 ms. Additionally, prior EEG
work in continuous speech (e.g., Song and Iverson, 2018; Reetzke et al.,
2021) has demonstrated that non-native listeners tend to recruit more
attentional resources than native listeners. In the present study, native
and non-native speakers of English exhibited important differences in
their F-statistic scalp topographies over time (Fig. 5b, right). At earlier
latencies (<200 ms), native listeners provided larger F-statistic values
than non-native listeners in temporal channels. This distribution is
consistent with scalp topographies associated with cortical auditory
processing (Wolpaw and Wood, 1982) and therefore suggests a better
auditory encoding of pitch accent features by native speakers of English.
At later latencies (>200 ms post onset), however, non-native speakers of
English exhibited higher F-statistic values than native speakers in fron
tocentral channels. Prior EEG work has linked frontocentral scalp to
pographies to more effortful processing (Cavanagh et al., 2010; Gandour
et al., 2003). This frontocentral distribution could therefore reflect a
stronger processing effort in the native Chinese group. This interpreta
tion is consistent with the results of the speech comprehension ques
tions, as native Chinese speakers exhibited worse comprehension scores
than native English speakers.
Critically, the group differences discussed above were enhanced in
the attended speech condition. When the speech signal was ignored,
native English speakers did not exhibit more robust processing of pitch
accents than native Chinese speakers. This interaction between group
and condition indicates that the processing of pitch accents is permeable
to selective attention and that selective attention may improve the
neural processing of pitch accents in both native and non-native lis
teners. This is also suggested by the speech comprehension scores, which
improved in the attended speech condition.

4.4. Limitations and future directions
In the present study, we investigated the neural processing of pitch
accents at prelexical stages of speech processing. However, prior ERP
and behavioral work has shown that pitch accents also play a critical
role at later, postlexical stages of linguistic processing (Dimitrova et al.,
2012; Lee et al., 2020; Schumacher and Baumann, 2010; Tamaoka et al.,
2014). Native speakers of languages with pitch accents rely on the
language context to interpret pitch accents (Cutler, 1976). This indicates
that the processing of pitch accents results from the integration of in
formation across multiple linguistic domains, including prosody, prag
matics, syntax, and semantics (Cole, 2015; Cole et al., 2019;
Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg, 1990; Wagner and Watson, 2010).
Furthermore, pitch accents do not co-occur randomly in the discourse
and they can be anticipated to some extent from the sentence context
(Cutler, 1976; Bock et al., 1983; Cole et al., 2010; Bishop, 2012; Turn
bull et al., 2017). The ability to predict linguistic features has been
shown to optimize the neural coding of these features (Lau et al., 2017;
Hovsepyan et al., 2020). In our study, non-native listeners may have
struggled to encode and predict pitch accent features online. The online
integration of information across multiple linguistic domains can be
very challenging for non-native listeners even after years of immersion
(Sorace, 2011). Thus, the non-native processing of pitch accents is
challenged by multiple linguistic factors, including the processing of
non-native pitch variations, that can impair speech comprehension.
Since we did not measure the ability to understand the specific meaning
of pitch accents, further research is needed to assess the contribution of
each of these factors to non-native speech comprehension deficits.
In a recent ECoG study, Tang et al. (2017) found that the represen
tation of rising-falling pitch contours reflected the encoding of
speaker-normalized relative pitch rather than absolute pitch. Interest
ingly, the encoding of pitch contours was shown to be independent of
the acoustic envelope. This finding suggests that cortical activity as fast
as high gamma can encode speaker-normalized features in the F0 signal.
While data for cortical oscillations lower than gamma is scarce, one
recent study (Teoh et al., 2019) has found a unique contribution of
relative pitch to the EEG delta-phase prediction. Critically, this contri
bution diminished when participants listened to pitch-impoverished
stimuli. This finding provides further evidence for the existence of a
separate processing stream for prosody, which might operate simulta
neously to the processing of segmental cues and be informed by
normalized F0 features. However, the neural mechanism that explains
the relationship between normalized F0 features and the time course of
the EEG is currently unclear. Since relative changes in the F0 and
acoustic envelope often correlate in the speech signal, the encoding of
pitch accents might be mediated by the encoding of the acoustic enve
lope. This hypothesis, however, does not explain the encoding of F0 in
those cases in which changes in the F0 and the acoustic envelope do not
correlate. For example, while the L* accent has a falling-rising pitch that
conveys given information, it is also produced with a rising-falling
acoustic envelope that conveys prominent information. Furthermore,
prior electrophysiology work (Tang et al., 2017; Teoh et al., 2019)

4.3. Neural representation of pitch accent categories
To investigate the neural representation of pitch accent contrasts, we
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suggest that the F0 and the acoustic envelope are processed at different
streams. We conclude that further research is needed to ascertain how
relative changes in the periodic signal relate to changes in the amplitude
of the EEG signal.
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5. Conclusions
It has been shown that, during naturalistic speech processing,
continuous speech signals are transformed to categorical representa
tions of segmental units in the temporal lobes (Brodbeck et al., 2018; Yi
et al., 2019b). Critically, these transformations are highly influenced by
selective attention (Mesgarani and Chang, 2012) and modulated by
native language experiences (Feng et al., 2019). Our results show that
the transformation of continuous auditory inputs to linguistically rele
vant categories also operates at the suprasegmental or prosodic level.
Consistent with prior perceptual work on pitch accents (D’Imperio,
2000, for Neapolitan Italian; Kohler, 1987, and Niebuhr, 2007, for
German; Pierrehumbert and Steele, 1989 for English) our results suggest
that pitch accents are also encoded as discrete and contrastive categories
in the brain. Additionally, we show that the neural processing of pitch
accents is strongly influenced by attention and lifelong
language-dependent experiences. It is also important to note that speech
signals carry multiple, overlapping sources of information that need to
be integrated during continuous speech. Because attention is driven by a
limited-capacity system, the fact that attention modulates pitch accent
processing is evidence that accent information is an important attribute
of spoken language processing.
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